
SUSTAINABLE  
OUTDOOR  

LIVING SPACE

TimberTech products are sustainable to 
the core – literally. TimberTech Capped 
Composite decking boards contain 85% 
of landfill diverted recycled household 
plastic food and laundry bottle material. 
The Advanced PVC boards contain 60% 
of recycled post use construction PVC 
products – using materials that ordinarily 
fall into the hard-to-recycle category. 
The result being that TimberTech have 
diverted roughly 226 million kgs of 
waste and scrap from ending up in 
landfills annually. 97% of the water 
used in this process is also recycled back 
through the system. 

All of this is possible thanks to 
homeowners choosing TimberTech 
products over wood. We have saved 
more than 3 million trees since 2001. 
Some folks call it sustainability. We call it 
doing the right thing.

D E C K I N G  |  FAST E N I N G

SUPPLIED BY:

MANUFACTURED 
IN THE USA

About TimberTech 
 
TimberTech is a decking product that takes scratch, stain and fade resistance to the next 

level with natural and authentic looking hardwood graining. TimberTech comes in two 

configurations; Composite and Advanced PVC. 

Traditional timber decks can develop splinters however, with TimberTech splinters are a 

thing of the past. Enjoy peace of mind that TimberTech decking won’t crack, rot or split. 

TimberTech is also simple and easy to install; boards can be cut and installed easily with 

standard machinery and equipment. 

TimberTech is available throughout New Zealand from PSP in a range of stunning decors 

with a premium finish that will surpass all other comparable products in the market. When 

combined with a range of 25 to 50-year warranties, TimberTech is the obvious choice for 

the discerning property owner.

Tough
Coated with a premium 

protective cap.

Protected
Backed by industry  
leading warranties.

Durable
Resists mould, mildew,
and moisture damage

Beautiful
With the texture of real  

wood grain.

Low maintenance 
No annual sealing  

or staining required.

Enduring
Resists stains,

scratches and fading.

Enquiries
Visit www.timbertech.nz
Call 0800 786 883 or email  
info@psp.co.nz to request a sample.
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Edge Prime+ Terrain

Board Size
136mm x 24mm  

Solid or Grooved Edge
136mm x 24mm  

Solid or Grooved Edge

Length 4.8m and 6.0m 4.8m and 6.0m

Warranty
25-YEAR Limited Fade & Stain 
25-YEAR Limited Residential 

10-YEAR Commercial

30-YEAR Limited Fade & Stain 
30-YEAR Limited Residential 

10-YEAR Commercial

Colours

Harvest Landmark Vintage

Board Size
184mm x 25mm

Solid Boards
140mm x 25mm

Solid Boards
140mm/184mm x 25mm

Solid Boards

Length 4.8m and 6.0m 4.8m and 6.0m 4.8m and 6.0m

Warranty
50-YEAR Limited Fade & Stain 
50-YEAR Limited Residential 

20-YEAR Commercial

50-YEAR Limited Fade & Stain 
50-YEAR Limited Residential 

20-YEAR Commercial

50-YEAR Limited Fade & Stain 
50-YEAR Limited Residential 

20-YEAR Commercial

Colours

Accessories
TIMBERTECH COMPOSITE RANGE

Hidden or colour matched fasteners for  

a smart-looking finish, that will last.

RISER BOARD
Step onto your deck with TimberTech’s matching 
riser board. (184mm x 14mm x 3.6m length)

 
FACING BOARD
For smart-looking deck edging and surrounds a 
wider facing board is offered in the Edge Prime+ 
and Terrain Collection. The wide 305mm x 14mm 
x 3.6m facing provides great coverage and 
comes with an industry leading warranty.  

Deckmate Spacing Tool 

Use this smart tool to 
achieve consistent spacing 

in your deck.

CONCEALoc®   
Groove Cutting Router

Cut the exact groove you 
need to achieve the perfectly 

precise fastener fit.

CONCEALoc® L-Bracket

Use these brackets to attach 
the first and last plank for a 

fastener-free finish.

TOPLoc™ Fascia Bit 

Sink every screw with ease 
using this innovative bit 

designed for TOPLoc  
Fascia | Riser.

Cortex® for AZEK®

100% hidden fastening system 
featuring collated plug strips 

and a TORX® ttap® drive system.
Compatible with TimberTech 

AZEK full profile boards.

Pro-Tac™ Flashing and Joist Tape 

A heavy-duty, flexible, all-weather 
flashing and joist tape that 

helps extend the life of decking 
substructures by preventing 

water penetration and protecting 
joist lumber from rot.

EDGELoc™ Hidden Fastener

Designed exclusively for 
TimberTech® EDGE™ grooved 

capped composite deck boards, 
EDGELoc™ showcases a 

fastener-free deck surface.

CONCEALoc® Hidden Fastener 

Hidden Fastener System 
compatible with grooved decking 

boards. For full installation 
details including direct fix and 
hidden fastening methods visit  

www.timbertech.nz.

DeckCleaner™ 

A safe, versatile solution for 
seasonal cleanup, everyday 

spills, or stubborn spots.

CONCEALoc®  
Replacement Screws 

Trust the stainless steel strength 
and quality of these screws 
designed specifically for the 

CONCEALoc clip.

TOPLoc™ Direct Fix  
Deck Fasteners

Keep TimberTech’s dense boards 
securely in place with discreet 

colour-matched fasteners.

TOPLoc™ Fascia Screw

Eliminate any chance of the 
wavy, oil-canning effect on 
fascia with these specially 

designed fasteners.

TimberTech Composite 
Edge Prime+ & Terrain Collection 

Explore beautifully vivid colours with this inviting decking collection. The moderately varied hues and 

subtle, authentic grain patterns create long-lasting beauty to your outdoor living space with these boards. 

 

TimberTech® Composite decking combines post-consumer recycled plastic (HDPE), virgin plastics and 

reclaimed wood fibre from the USA woodworking industry. The boards’ core is made of tough composite 

materials and surrounded with a protective cap. The result is a high-end appearance with added strength 

and slip resistant properties at a competitive price point. 

TimberTech Advanced PVC 
Harvest, Landmark & Vintage Collection 

Create a bold look with the dramatic yet charming TimberTech Advanced PVC Collection. Our capped 
polymer decking features proprietary materials technology that deliver a sophisticated, real wood finish 
that you’ll never have to sand, stain, or seal. Every board showcases characteristics found in nature while 
boasting industry leading warranties and advanced performance technology that keep your deck looking 
good for decades to come. 

TimberTech Advanced PVC decking breaks all the rules when it comes to traditional decking options. 
Featuring low thermal conductivity, making it cooler to the touch on a hot day (vs composite decking). 
The core is made from recycled PVC while the outer cap layer is made from virgin PVC, giving unrivalled 
resistance to scratch, dirt & mould. Additionally, TimberTech Advanced PVC decking is highly resistant to 
moisture damage like mold and mildew, and it won’t splinter, crack, warp, peel, or rot.

Slate Grey Boardwalk Castle Gate CoastlineFrench
White OakDark Cocoa Coconut Husk Silver Maple
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